OM Virtual Competition Checklist
ALL DEADLINES: March 6, 2021 @ NOON!!

LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS will be presented in three URL links:
All files to be uploaded MUST include your Membership Name and Number. (actual membership sign is not required to be in the skit, unless it is a scored element).

VIDEO PERFORMANCE URL must include:
✓ *UNEDITED* 8-minute skit – check clarifications for more explanation
  - must begin with “TEAM BEGIN!”
  - set-up of props/scenery may already be in place before time begins
  - All team members, props, setting, etc. must be in the frame at some time to be scored and do your best to show props, settings, and costumes.
  - video may end however your team wishes, as described on the team list
✓ Record an Explanation video
  - up to 7 minutes
  - CAN be edited
  - USE THIS TIME WISELY!!
  This time should supplement the post-skit discussion with the judges the team would normally have. Give details of the scored items (i.e. the car, your scored costumes/props, the technical effects). Show the judges why what you did is awesome. Talk about the process, your struggles, your successes.
✓ Combine both videos and upload into one single URL link.

DOCUMENT & FORM URL:
*must be uploaded in a single document*
✓ Team List
✓ Style Form
✓ Cost Form
✓ Outside Assistance Form
✓ Covid compliance Form
✓ Performance script – Optional (but encouraged)
NOTE: If any paperwork is missing, a PRO judge will contact you for more information.

PHOTO URL (optional) and can include:
*must be uploaded in a single pdf document and may include captions*
✓ Up-to 10 “solution pictures”
✓ Up-to 4 “style pictures”

VIRTUAL SPONTANEOUS
**Open between 8am Saturday Feb 27 and noon Saturday March 6**
⇒ Located in Members Area in your team log-in section.
After you have submitted all your competition videos, photos, and forms:

✓ Make sure that webguy@odysseyofthemind.com is on your safe sender list, because if anything is missing of your paperwork, this is where the email will be coming from for clarification.

✓ Submit four photos of your team to be represented in the Western PA Awards Slideshow – a "group" pic, close-up of cool props, kids in costume - whatever! Deadline for these photos: March 7, 2021 and should be uploaded in the google folder linked in the Western PA OM email received 2-11-21.

✓ NOTE: You have 48 hours after receiving your team’s score to dispute marks. Contact the head judge for your problem.

✓ Tentative Awards Ceremony March 18, 2021. 
*This is when the usual spreadsheet of scores will be published.*